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ABSTRACT 

The present study is a detailed analysis of the events of January 19, 1990 when a large 

group of Kashmiri Pandits were forced out of their homes in one of the biggest exoduses 

in the history of independent India. The study comprises doctrinal and empirical research 

on the concerned subject matter and aims to address the gaps. The main objective of the 

paper is to find out the reasons behind this incident and it being a hushed down topic in 

the social and political discourse of India and why it was not addressed internationally 

despite the gravity of the crimes that were committed. The paper specifies the reasons of 

the eviction, the effects, governmental action taken at national and number of 

perinternational level and concludes with suggestions on how it could have been addressed 

better.   

Keywords: Human Rights, Human Rights Violations, Kashmiri Pandit, Jammu Kashmir, 

Domicile Law, Article 370 & 35A, Exodus, Genocide, Crimes against Humanity. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

“Todays’s Human Rights Violations are the causes of tomorrow’s conflicts.”3 

In 1990, India saw one of the largest exoduses of a community fleeing its homeland from fear 

of being persecuted.4 The number of people who fled remains debated with few authors stating 

it ranged from 1,00,000-1,40,000 to as high as 8,00,0005. Official statistics, however, display 

this number to be around 1,50,000.6 The vast dissimilarity in the numbers show how poorly the 

entire situation was calculated and how little research has been done in the area. The incident 

was apparently based on religious and ethnic triggers as well as stimulus from external forces. 

                                                      
1 Author is a student at NMIMS University, Kirit P. Mehta School of Law, Mumbai, India. 
2 Author is a student at NMIMS University, Kirit P. Mehta School of Law, Mumbai, India. 
3 Quote by Mary Robinson, a former President of Ireland. 
4 The Indian Express,  Nirupama Subramanian, Explained: The Kashmir Pandit tragedy, (1 October, 2020, 4:00 

PM), https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/exodus-of-kashmiri-pandits-from-valley-6232410/  
5 DAWN, A. G. Noorani, Kashmir’s Pandits, https://www.dawn.com/news/1269592  
6Jammu  and Kashmir   Official Portal, 

https://jk.gov.in/jammukashmir/?q=demographics#:~:text=There%20are%20roughly%201.5%20million,internal

ly%20displaced%20due%20to%20militancy  
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The problem exists in terms of the way the whole situation was handled. The government did 

not take necessary steps to prevent what was foreseeable, in fact in a way it fuelled the process 

of what led to the circumstances. The responses by the Central as well as State government 

were cold and not prompt enough. The International bodies existing for safeguarding of human 

rights too acted insufficiently. 

Despite the heinous nature of crimes committed, this issue did not get enough attention from 

both national or international administration and media. There were empty attempts made by 

activists to bring attention to this incident and provide justice to the victims. This paper aims 

to discuss this lacuna and provide suggestions on how can it be handled better for days to come. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Kashmiri Pandit exodus remains the biggest instance of ethnic cleansing of a community 

in independent India. It also is an example of an instance of crimes against humanity with no 

accountability of the perpetrators whatsoever. Moreover, despite the heinousness and the 

gravity of the crimes that were committed, it still remains the least talked about event among 

the national and international community. Therefore, it is important to study and research more 

on the matters brushed under the carpet. This study focuses on the human rights violations that 

happened in the Kashmir valley, the events that transpired their causes, the aftermath, the 

actions taken by authorities and aims to fill the gaps left.  

It is difficult to explain your mood, what you feel, how alienated you become when you are 

forced to become a refugee in your own home. The effects of incidents like these have a long-

lasting impact over generations to come. The community of the Kashmiri Pandits faced 

systematic persecution for centuries at the hands of invaders (Pandita, 2013). The exodus was 

precipitated by Pakistan-sponsored insurgency all across the Kashmir valley. The miniscule 

community of Pandits in a Muslim majority society were targeted. Ruthless atrocities were 

inflicted which led to the biggest exodus in the history of independent India (Tikoo, 2012). 

There was no protection provided to the Pandits by the security forces. The concerned 

authorities made no effort to save the minority fleeing from fear of being persecuted. The 

brutalising of those who stayed back became a routine affair (Gigoo et.al, 2015). Houses, 

temples and entire neighbourhoods were destroyed, loot, plunder, arson, mayhem, murder, 

exodus recurred day after day, ethnic cleansing, mobs chanting killing of people reverberated 

(Rushdie, 2005). The pro-Pakistan elements, fundamentalists, and vested political and 

bureaucratic interests feared exposure of their acts of omission and commission. Not a single 

assailant has either been identified or apprehended (Jagmohan, 2015).  

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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There is ample amount of literature to account for the events, the crimes and the aftermath of 

the incident. However, there are gaps in the existing literature on this topic of Kashmiri Pandits 

genocide. Why it was not given enough attention by the international community is one such 

gap. The national as well as international bodies working for protection and preservation of 

human rights did next to nothing for this community from Kashmir facing persecution in their 

own state. The statistics of the number of people killed, raped, maimed and displaced also 

remains ambiguous. There is not enough research done and literature written on the steps taken 

by authorities to provide immediate relief to the victims of this crime. There are various 

conventions, laws and mechanisms, both national as well as international, in place to provide 

for these refugees, none of which could protect the victims. This is another gap that this 

research paper aims to fill. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Participants were 5 direct/indirect victims of the events of the night of 19th January, 1990; a 

few of them are pursuing their higher studies in college and the others are working 

professionals in various fields. The participants include both those who fled the valley on the 

night of the incident and those who were born after the exodus and have gone through the 

aftermath of the tragedy. An online questionnaire was forwarded to the respondents. The 

respondents include both males and females, and the average age is 34 years (range 20-49). All 

respondents belong to the Kashmiri Pandit community.  

The procedure used for collection of data of study was by way of an online questionnaire via 

Google forms. It was a qualitative study meant to understand the experiences and opinions of 

the respondents. The questionnaire included name, age, and designation of the participants. It 

also included questions regarding the events of the night of the exodus, the crimes that were 

committed against the community, the after-effects of it, what were the steps taken by 

authorities (if any) to provide for relief, what are their opinions on the new government schemes 

and legislation instituted for them, and what other relief do they expect. The respondents were 

approached through online platforms and acquaintances. The aim of this study was to 

understand the plight of the victims of the incident through experiences of primary 

stakeholders. 

IV. CAUSES AND EVENTS THAT LED TO THE EXODUS 

In Jammu Kashmir, in 1984, Farooq Abdullah’s Government was toppled by his brother-in-

law, Ghulam Mohd. Shah. Also known as Gulshah. He then became the Chief Minister of the 

state of J&K. Contrary to initial beliefs; he supposedly ran a rogue government. He allegedly 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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started aggressive Islamisation in the valley. The first Hindu - Muslim riots that took place in 

1986, happened under his watch. The Hindu population was quite dissatisfied and believe that 

since they are minority, they are not being treated equally. There were many reasons that led 

to Hindu-Muslim conflicts, such as the Mosque being built inside the Secretariat premises. 

Many Hindus protested against this. As a result, many temples were destroyed; including the 

ones in Anantnaag which cause a lot of chaos. The Hindus as minorities constantly felt let down 

and wanted an equal status to be given to them. In 1987, elections took place which was 

allegedly rigged by the Congress and Farooq Abdullah. The suspected rigged elections led to 

rise of separatists. . The State elections of 1987 added oil to the flames and all separatist, anti-

India groups united under one banner to contest elections to fulfil their ulterior motives. 

However, the election was said to have been rigged by the Indian National Congress in their 

favour which angered the United Muslim Front. (Research Participant, Dhar, 10/09/2020).  The 

Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) became more and more active under Farooq 

Abdullah’s government. Religious conflict and communal hatred had begun.7 Eventually, in 

1989, the Central Government completely lost its authority in JK. Another cause was 

communal hatred that was being fuelled by the authorities of Pakistan, hate speeches were 

being made to incite the people of Kashmir and to encourage them to gain ‘freedom’ from 

India. It is alleged that many terrorist groups received their funding from Pakistan, to drive out 

the minorities and ask for Jammu Kashmir’s liberation from India. There were a few groups 

that wanted freedom from both India and Pakistan. Anti-Hindu movements had begun all over 

the State, posters were being put up, and slogans recited “Join us or leave”. Armed men walked 

through the streets in large number. The Kashmiri Pandits (KP) began to panic widely. After 

the resignation of Farooq Abdullah in the year 1990, President’s rule being applied and a lot of 

political ruckus manifesting, the Anti-Hindu movement and the exodus gained speed. The 

Hindu population was said to be driven out of the territory was because they were viewed as 

symbol of ‘Indian presence’.8 There also exists another view that suggests that the Indian 

government intentionally removed the Pandits in order to have freedom to deal with the 

Islamist militants in their own way.9 

The Kashmiri Muslims were brainwashed into militancy, with the help of Pakistan, who took 

to the mosques in the valley and announced their plans to kill every Kashmiri Pandit who did 

                                                      
7 The Print, Kashmiri Pandit Exodus: Chronology & Players,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DB34v0Uf6Fc, 

YouTube, 20 January, 2020 
8 Sudha Rajput, Conflict-Induced Displacement of Kashmiri Pandits: Socio-Economic Challenges and 

Predicaments of Past Policies, 16 WHITEHEAD J. DIPL. & INT'l REL. 25 (2015). 
9 Kashmiri American Council, Kashmiri Pandits (Hindus) Expose Jagmohan’s plot, 1994. 
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not leave (Research Participant, Sapru, 11/08/2020). The announcements from loudspeakers 

on the mosques reverberated asking Pandits to leave, convert or die (Ralive, Tsaliv ya Galive)10 

Many other slogans indicating the objective of the militants to kill Kashmiri Pandits and make 

Kashmir a part of Pakistan with Sharia rule echoed in the valley.11 Another horrific war-cry 

was openly made stating they want to make Kashmir Pakistan free from Pandit men but with 

Pandit women (Assi gacchi panu’nuy Pakistan — batav rostuy, batenein saan)12. Hit-lists were 

pasted on the front doors of Kashmiri Pandit’s houses and in the streets and markets containing 

names of Pandits to be targeted. They laughed and mocked as they watched the exodus. 

(Research Participant, Karihaloo, 15/08/2020). Although there is no particular date for the 

starting of the exodus, the night of 19th January, 1990 saw the biggest and final blow as the 7th 

exodus and genocide of the Kashmiri Pandit community. Mobs took to the streets burning down 

homes and killing any Pandit at sight. Families left with bare essentials.  

V. HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS 

Human rights includes the freedom from torture, the right to life and liberty, the right to 

freedom of speech and expression, right to education and work, etc. Majority of Human rights 

were violated during the period of exodus of the Kashmiri Pandits in the state of Jammu & 

Kashmir. According to a claim by the Indian authorities, there was existence of Islamist trained 

forces, which were funded by external parties, and they began a separatist communal conflict, 

which was portrayed under the disguise of a freedom movement by people of Kashmir. The 

Hindu minority community i.e. the Kashmiri Pandits were targeted.13 The eviction was forceful 

as they were threatened and coerced. Many were killed due to their resistance. In order to drive 

the minority out, men were tortured or killed, women were harassed or raped14, and children 

were abducted. Threats were made through mosques publicly15, which said that either convert 

to Islam or leave the territory. Many houses were burnt, loot and damaged.16 Pandits could not 

even sell their property before leaving the area, as people would deny buying ‘Hindu’ 

                                                      
10Dailyhunt, Dibyendu Saha and Niharan Proharan, January 19, 1990 Did not happen in a day, 

https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/amader+bharat+english-epaper 

amdereng/january+19+1990+did+not+happen+in+a+day-newsid-78752537  
11 Indian Defence Review,  Col. (Dr) Tej Kumar Tikoo (Retd.), Kashmiri Pandits offered three choices by Radical 

Islamists, http://www.indiandefencereview.com/news/kashmiri-pandits-offered-three-choices-by-radical-islamis 

ts/  
12Firstpost, Long Reads, (1 October, 2020, 09:53 PM), https://www.firstpost.com/long-reads/decades-after-

kashmiri-pandits-fled-valley-in-fear-what-remains-4462441.html  
13 Supra note. 5. 
14 Asia Watch & Physicians for Human Rights, Rape in Kashmir; A Crime of War, Vol. 5, Issue 9, pg. 4. 
15 The Indian Express, Explained: The Kashmir Pandit Tragedy, January 24, 2020. 
16 Gh. Rasool Bhat, The Exodus Of Kashmiri Pandits And Its Impact, International Journal of Research in Social 

Sciences & Humanities, Vol. No. 2, Issue No. II, Oct-Dec 2012. 
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property.17 The brutality and the savagery of the crimes committed can be assessed by the 

incident of a Kashmiri Pandit woman, Girija Tickoo. She was settled in Jammu after leaving 

the valley but was called by someone so she could collect her salary. She was assured the 

territory was safe for return. She was kidnapped and her body was found on the road. The post-

mortem report showed she was gang-raped and later cut into two by a mechanical saw while 

she was still alive.18 This was just one of the many incidents and words could never do justice 

to what went down that night, lots got lost in the bloodshed (Research Participant, Karihaloo, 

15/08/2020). Pandits, who formed a miniscule part of the population of the valley, were scared 

for their lives. They had to hide their identity. They stopped doing everything that made them 

look like a Hindu. Infact, Hindu men were ordered to wear the watch on the right wrist (an 

Islamic diktat) and set their watches behind by 30 minutes to match Pakistan Standard Time. 

(Research Participant, Wakhloo, 16/08/2020). The incident was almost next to Jew persecution 

by Nazis in terms of the gravity of crimes. Prominent leaders and influential personalities like 

Tika Lal Taploo, Justice N.K. Ganjoo were murdered in cold blood in broad daylight.19 Bodies 

of the dead were thrown in the nearby Jhelum (originally Vitasta) river in villages. (Research 

Participant, Dhar, 10/09/2020). Women were being raped; no police came for protection 

despite repeated calls. (Research Participant, anonymous, 10/09/2020). 

VI. CONDITIONS OF PEOPLE AND THE AFTERMATH OF THE INCIDENT 

“We were homeless, without money, with no food or shelter. We were accommodated in tents 

in the harsh heat of Jammu. Many casualties occurred due to sun strokes, poisoning by snakes 

and scorpions. The elderly suffered from loneliness, depression and loss of dignity” (Research 

Participant, anonymous, 10/09/2020). My paternal side of family moved to Delhi after staying 

in a refugee camp in Kashmir for a few months and lived in a single rented room. It was hard 

for them to start everything from scratch. (Research Participant, Dhar, 10/09/2020). Huge 

families were accommodated in one tent set up by government in Jammu and Udhampur. Later, 

the camps became one room tenements. Makeshift schools were set up in tattered tents. Back 

in Kashmir the abandoned properties were looted and houses were grabbed by locals there. 

(Research Participant, Wakhloo, 16/08/2020). Co-habitation is also a human right, and they 

were not granted that. Kashmiri Pandits were not only stripped off their homes but also their 

                                                      
17WildFilmsIndia, Kashmiri Pandits leave Srinagar Valley, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cTGIUHFfwoY, 

YouTube, June 1, 2020.  
18JK Now, Completing India, 25th June, 1990: Brutal Killing of Kashmiri Woman Girija Tickoo, A story that is 

wiped off from our memory, https://www.jammukashmirnow.com/Encyc/2019/6/25/25th-June-1990-Brutal-

Killing-of-Kashmiri-Woman-Girija-Tickoo-A-story-that-is-wiped-off-from-our-memory.html  
19 The Exodus of Kashmiri Pandits, European Foundation For South Asian Studies,  

 https://www.efsas.org/publications/study-papers/the-exodus-of-kashmiri-pandits/  
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identity, their mental peace, their rights, their families. It had a deep psychological impact on 

many. The impact of the exodus was almost in every aspect such as physically, emotionally, 

mentally, socially, economically etc.20 The migrant camps provided were also inadequate in 

terms of numbers and facilities. The Camps were like slums, with no basic facilities such as 

proper drinking water, proper electricity, limited space, unhygienic common loo etc.21 The 

community who had to process the whole exodus from their home land, were hugely affected 

which led to deterioration in health conditions, due to lack of proper facilities and scarce 

medical resources, many remained ill, mal-nourished. Young people were deprived of 

education, and many were left unemployed with no sense of purpose.22 All these conditions 

display the extensive violations of human rights of the affected. 

Steps taken by authorities:  

All respondents agree to there being next to nothing done as an immediate step to provide the 

refugees any sort of relief or protection from the persecution. The authorities did the bare 

minimum of setting up camps (plain cloth tents) in Jammu, Udhampur and Delhi. These tents 

later became cemented structure of 10x10 which then became basic flats in a few townships. It 

was later that the community was given special reservation in academic institutions and jobs. 

(Research Participant, Dhar, 10/09/2020). These establishments did nothing apart from 

providing minimal shelter with no privacy as families had one room. Single toilets were used 

by dozens and the conditions were inhumane (Research Participant, Wakhloo, 16/08/2020). 

However, the authorities claim to have provided the best possible resources for the migrants 

over the year based on various schemes.23 Visits were made by officials of the National Human 

Rights Commissions and Special Rapporteur to assess the living conditions of the residents of 

the camps and plans to improve the living conditions were discussed extensively with the State 

administration. 24 

Abrogation of Art. 370 & 35-A of the Constitution of India:  

The Union government, on 5th August, 2019, revoked the special status of the state of J&K by 

abrogating the Articles 370 and 35-A of the constitution.25 The decision earned acclamations 

                                                      
20 Ibid. at 6. 
21 Ibid. at 12. 
22 Id. at 18. 
23 Two Room Tenements, Relief and Rehabilitation(M) Government of Jammu & Kashmir, (3 October, 2020, 02: 

10 PM), http://jkmigrantrelief.nic.in/  
24 Conditions of Migrant camps for Kashmiri Pandits reviewed, National Human Rights Commission, India, (4 

October 2020), https://nhrc.nic.in/press-release/conditions-migrant-camps-kashmiri-pandits-reviewed  
25The Economic Times, PTI, Abrogation of Article 370 unconstitutional, people of J&K bypassed: Petitioners to 

SC, (4 October, 2020, 04: 29 PM). 
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as well as faced criticism throughout the country. These Articles provided autonomy to the 

state to make its own laws over various subject matter excluding defence, external affairs and 

communications.26 The government argued that it needed to be scrapped in order to integrate 

Kashmir similar to the rest of the states of India.27  

The respondents are of the view that this is a fantastic step that was long overdue and even 

though it would not benefit their community directly as of yet, it is definitely a step in the right 

direction. The hegemony of the majority population of the Kashmir valley needs to be tackled. 

In order for the Kashmiri Pandits to feel safe enough to return to the valley, the demographics 

should be made heterogeneous. The abrogation also makes the state of J&K and Ladakh 

separate Union Territories which would prevent the predominant Kashmir from exploiting all 

the resources meant for all the other regions (Research Participant, Wakhloo, 16/08/2020) This 

direct merger with the country destroys the sense of being separate, which played a role leading 

to the exodus. The laws prohibiting a non-Kashmiri from occupying territory in Kashmir28, 

leading to women losing Kashmiri status if they married non-Kashmiri were to be made 

ineffective which would help in rehabilitation. (Research Participant, Dhar, 10/09/2020) 

Jammu & Kashmir Domicile law:  

Another step towards rehabilitation of the Pandits by government came 30 years after the 

exodus when the Union Home Ministry amended the J&K Civil Services (Decentralisation and 

Recruitment Act), 2010 on March 31, 2020 and thereby substituted the term “permanent 

resident” with “domiciles of J&K”.29 A domicile was defined as anyone who has resided in the 

territory for a period of 15 years or has studied for 7 years and appeared for Class X/XII exams 

or a registered migrant. It further extended the scope to children of residents of J&K who reside 

outside for employment.30 By the new law, these domiciles will be eligible for “any post” 

gazetted or non-gazetted. Even the West Pakistan refugees and women who married non-locals 

would be eligible for these posts.  

The J&K administration also issued the rules for issuing of domicile certificates in the UT 

                                                      
26Rinashree Khound, Abrogation Of Article 370: A Look Back At Its Origin And Aftermath, International journal 

of scientific & technology research, Vol. No. 8, Issue No. XII, December 2019.  
27BBC NEWS, Article 370: What happened with Kashmir and why it matters, 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-49234708  
28The Times of India, Article 370 scrapped: What will change in Jammu & Kashmir, 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/article-370-to-be-scrapped-what-impact-will-it-have-on-

jk/articleshow/70534157.cms   
29Vijaita Singh, Domicile rules for J&K, The Hindu, (Oct. 04, 2020, 09: 02 PM), 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/domicile-rules-for-jk/article31660363.ece  
30The Hindu, Vijaita Singh, Union Home Ministry modifies Jammu & Kashmir domicile order, offers protection 

to all government posts.  
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under the J&K grant of domicile certificate (procedure) rules, 202031 which made the new 

group of domiciles (as amended) to be eligible for a domicile certificate for the UT of J&K. As 

of now, 14.29 lakh domicile certificates were issued against 18.91 lakh applications.32 

The respondents have mixed reaction towards this law. While all agree in one voice that the 

community would want to be rehabilitated back in their homeland, some feel it is unnecessary 

to pass such a law which would only give resident status to the locals and not the non-Kashmiris 

now that the territory has been fully integrated in India. The others believe that this law will 

help the deprived community and will help bring a demographic change which would help in 

rehabilitation of their community.  

VII. INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 

In the light of International Human Rights Law, there exist various conventions for protection 

of the Human rights such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)33, 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)34, International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)35, Convention on the Elimination of all forms 

of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)36, Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)37 

etc. As per Articles of these conventions, many articles stand violated in the case of the exodus 

of the Pandits, such as the right to life and liberty, no torture or inhuman treatment, no 

discrimination based on race, colour, religion etc., right to adequate standard of living, right to 

standard of mental and physical health, etc. The United Nations (UN) as well as the States has 

the obligation under these conventions to take action and measures necessary for securing the 

rights of people. The UN is supposed to work with the Nation in order to provide sufficient 

remedy to the ones affected or those whose rights are violated. However, the UN did not 

intervene in the matter of such crimes against humanity when it should have. The question 

remains that when violations of human rights of lesser magnitude have been addressed and 

acknowledged, then why was the violation of this particular community not addressed, when 

it was a grave violation.  

Genocide refers to intentional killing of large group of persons, belonging to a particular 

                                                      
31Govt. of  J&K General Admin. Dept. Civil Secretariat, Notification, 18th May, 2020.   
32The Kashmir Press, Government notifies J&K grant of domicile certificate Rule, 2020 to accelerate issuance of 

certificates in time bound manner, https://thekashmirpress.com/2020/09/07/govt-notifies-jk-grant-of-domicile-

certificate-rule-2020-to-accelerate-issuance-of-certificates-in-time-bound-manner/   
33 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December, 1948, UDHR.  
34 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 23 March, 1976, ICCPR. 
35 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 3 January, 1976, ICESCR. 
36 Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women, 3 September, 1981, CEDAW. 
37 Convention on the Rights of the Child, 2 September, 1990. 
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community or race or ethnicity. Hence, the mass killings of Kashmiri Pandits in the territory 

of Kashmir could be regarded as Genocide. India has signed and is signatory to the UN 

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide38. Despite this, India 

does not have its own separate legislation on Prevention and Punishment of Crime of Genocide. 

We need a Genocide law because this lack of legislation provides an opportunity to criminals 

to get away with their horrible crimes. Moreover, the signatories to the UN Convention on 

Genocide are bound to bring out a domestic legislation on the same.  

The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court39 mentions what comes under ‘Crimes 

against Humanity’. Under Article 7 of the Statute: “For the purpose of this Statute, ‘crime 

against humanity’ means any of the following acts when committed as part of a widespread or 

systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack: 

Murder; Extermination; Enslavement; Deportation or forcible transfer of population; 

Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of fundamental rules 

of international law; Torture; Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, 

enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity; Persecution 

against any identifiable group or collectivity on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, 

religious, gender or other grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under 

international law, in connection with any act referred to in this paragraph or any crime within 

the jurisdiction of the Court; Enforced disappearance of persons; The crime of apartheid; 

Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious 

injury to body or to mental or physical health.” The International Criminal Court could have 

been approached for bringing justice for the victims as under Article 1, the court has the 

jurisdiction to take up matters of serious crimes against humanity. Article 1 of the Statute states 

that “An International Criminal Court ("the Court") is hereby established. It shall be a 

permanent institution and shall have the power to exercise its jurisdiction over persons for the 

most serious crimes of international concern, as referred to in this Statute, and shall be 

complementary to national criminal jurisdictions. The jurisdiction and functioning of the Court 

shall be governed by the provisions of this Statute.” Point being that there is sufficient law 

present internationally and adequate proof of the crimes committed to bring the perpetrators to 

justice, however, neither the international authority nor the national authorities carried out an 

investigation to hold persons accountable for such a heinous crime against humanity.  

                                                      
38 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 12 January, 1951.  
39  Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 1 July, 2002. 
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According to the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement of UNHCR40, Internally 

Displaces Persons (IDPs) are those who have not crossed an international border but are 

displaced within their own nation’s territory. One of the reasons recognised for displacement 

is forceful eviction of a group based on racial, social, ethnic, communal, political, etc. reasons 

or intentional fleeing as a result of threat to life. Such a displacement leads to numerous 

challenges in every aspect, it leads to no sense of purpose. A stigma gets attached around such 

people who have been forceful removed. The challenges faced by the Displaced persons brings 

out the realisation of the need for societal and policy reforms. This is because such 

displacement based on race and ethnicity usually portrays a deep-rooted social problem which 

needs to be eliminated. The Guiding principles mention that the Domestic authorities have a 

responsibility to provide aid and protection to internally displaced persons in their territory. 

Thus, India should have dealt with the displacement of the Kashmiri Pandits in an enhanced 

way, as a duty towards its people. Many families still remain unsatisfied with the way their 

plight was handled. The victims will not be satisfied until the perpetrators are brought to justice 

and the victim’s status is restored.  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

After gaining knowledge and insights of horrible incidents and what happened with the 

minority community in Jammu Kashmir, one realises that the causes not only stemmed from 

the communal-separatist aspect but also probable political aspect. There were internal as well 

as external triggers that led to the sad state of events. Even after 30 years of the incident, the 

victims still suffer. Their suffering did not stop with them migrating to another place. They still 

suffer because that experience has stayed with them their entire life and will continue to do so 

unless they receive some closure in terms of justice. The recent developments, such as the 

abrogation of Article 370/35-A and domiciliary laws, have once again brought back the issue 

to limelight. The brief timeline of the events and data analysis lead to the following conclusion. 

The genocide was a planned conspiracy. There is said to be enough evidence to prove that it 

was not an isolated event but was coming thorough as part of a larger plan for many years. The 

population of Jammu & Kashmir was systematically radicalised against their own neighbours 

who happened to be from the minority community. There were internal as well as external 

triggers that led to the sad state of events. Both political as well as separatists’ powers had 

vested interests of acquiring autonomy of the valley. Minorities have been a topic of undue 

advantage in politics for years. Hence, minorities suffer at the behest of the politics of those 

                                                      
40 "Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement," UNHCR, 1998. 
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seeking to gain from it. The presence of ammunitions like Kalashnikovs hints that the whole 

plan was well funded. Massive campaign and inflammatory speeches were made openly by 

leaders to put the plan of driving out people of a community in motion. An estimate of around 

half a million Kashmiri Pandits fled the valley over a period of a few months with bare 

minimum essentials. They were not provided protection or aid as the administration ought to 

have. Many still continue to live in camps waiting for the day when they would receive some 

closure in terms of justice and would go back to their homes. There was not a single arrest or 

apprehension done, not a single person held responsible for this brutal, inhumane exodus of an 

indigenous community from their own homeland. The State of India as a whole failed them. 

The suffering continues with every memory they have of their homeland which they had to 

forcefully leave, the lost family members, the inhuman treatment, the fear and trauma that they 

experienced, the terrible living conditions they faced. The question lingers that will the 

forcefully displaced Kashmiri Pandits ever return to their homeland, despite provisions being 

made for them because of the traumatic experiences.  

IX. SUGGESTIONS 

Despite it being thirty years, the situation in Kashmir has still not changed for the best. Given 

the intensity of the crime it is necessary for investigation authorities to investigate the case and 

hold the perpetrators responsible as they need to be made accountable for such large-scale 

damage to humankind. The problem remains that the authorities turned a blind eye to the 

matter. The authorities have an obligation to prevent such tragic events, investigate the matter, 

make proper laws, and bring the wrongdoers to justice. Then again, it leads us to think is it 

really within the ‘powers’ of the investigating authorities or is something larger at play. It is 

established that the concerned International as well National bodies did agree that gross 

violations of human rights took place that night; however, acknowledgment alone is not 

enough. Steps such as the abrogation of Article 370 and 35A from the Indian Constitution and 

the new Jammu Kashmir Domicile Law have instilled confidence in the community. During 

the research surveys conducted, it was revealed that the victims would like to return to their 

homeland. Therefore, the authorities must focus on their rehabilitation without delay. There 

exists a movement called “Panun Kashmir” (meaning ‘Our Kashmir’) started by the Pandit 

community. They request a separate region in the valley exclusively for the Pandit community, 

so that they feel safe enough to return without paranoia. Providing impetus to such 

organisations could actually bring about a development for the community. The respondents 

of the survey suggested, that there be must be awareness among their fellow countrymen and 

across the world about what they went through, some even suggested that this be included in 
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history textbooks as a reminder of what they lost and awareness for all on this supposedly 

hushed topic. The Central as well as the State government must also initiate confidence 

building measures amongst both communities. There still remains tension which needs to be 

calmed before rehabilitation process takes place so as to avoid history from repeating itself. No 

permanent peace can be achieved until the Kashmiri Pandits can fearlessly go back home and 

reside. We as fellow humans need to realise the importance of lives irrespective of their race, 

religion, caste, ethnicity, gender, etc. We need to realise how our actions, small or large, can 

affect those around us and that is the essence of being human. When we fight over identities of 

one another, it might give an opportunity to those seeking to gain out of such conflicts. We 

need to realise that when on one hand we enjoy rights and privileges, we also have a duty 

towards others to let them enjoy their rights in peace. People need to rise above discrimination. 

We need to promote co-habitation and brotherhood, and a lot of our conflicts will resolve then.  

***** 
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